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From the Editor-in-Chief
_________________________________________________________________
Readers are welcome to Volume 10 (2017 edition) of African Journal of Computing & ICT. Just as with the
previous volume (Volume 9, 2016), this is a combined edition due to factors relating to change in journal
publication partnership. Four (4) papers appear in this edition.
The paper by Bedole Omolu and Bamidele Oluwade presented a report of an experimental validation of the
Nearest Neighbour Classifier algorithm for recognition of character patterns. The algorithm is presented as an
alternative to the back propagation algorithm. In the paper, a network system is trained to recognize patterns of
some letters from the English alphabet, and then compute the degree of accuracy in classifying the patterns into
the appropriate category based on the memorized patterns. This is carried out via the relatively old but ever
relevant Hamming distance metric. Microsoft Visual Basic was used as the implementation language, while the

system memory is implemented in a database using Microsoft Access.
The process involved in the acquisition of electronic journals (e-journals) for academic libraries is the theme of
the paper by Sadiat Adetoro Salau and Bamidele Oluwade. The paper examined both off-line and on-line ejournals, with emphasis on the latter, and discussed the process involved in acquiring them. Academic libraries
are one of the most important sources of information available to the academic community.
In their paper, Tinuke Omolewa Oladele and Ifetayo Remilekun Agboola used the Knowledge Discovery in
Databases (KDD) dataset as a template for carrying out performance measurement of convolutional network.
This is towards minimizing the effects of attacks on an intrusion-detection system.
The concluding paper in this edition is on the application of association rule algorithm to indigenous African
herbal information system. The authors are Victoria I. Yemi-Peters and Bamidele Oluwade. In the paper, the
authors essentially used an apriori algorithm to list out the pairs of ailments that are associated to a set of
medicinal plants. Implementation of the algorithm was carried out using C#, ASP.Net, and MS SQL.
This is to appreciate members of the Editorial Board, the authors, reviewers and others for making the
publication of this edition a reality.

Bamidele (‘Dele) Oluwade,
Editor-in-Chief,
Afr. J. Comp. & ICT,
ISSN 2006-1781
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ABSTRACT

The Nearest Neighbour Classifier algorithm and Back-propagation algorithm are two well-known learning
algorithms in neural networks and artificial intelligence. In this paper, an experimental application of the nearestneighbour classifier algorithm to character pattern recognition is carried out. This algorithm is chosen because of its
relative ease of usage and its adaptability to image processing applications. The system is trained to recognize
patterns of letters of the English alphabet (A–Z). Lots of example patterns representing each letter are extracted and
memorized by the system. When the system is presented with an input pattern representing a letter, it classifies the
pattern into the appropriate category based on the memorized patterns via Hamming distance metric. The system
also computes in percentage, the degree of accuracy involved in the classification. The system achieved a high level
of accuracy (over 90%, up to 100%) in recognizing the input patterns. The system makes use of GUI (Graphical User
Interface), and as such, Microsoft Visual Basic 6.0 was employed as the implementation language for the solution.
The system memory was implemented in a database using Microsoft Access.
Keywords: Character Pattern Recognition, English alphabet, Nearest Neighbour Classifier algorithm, Hamming

Distance, Recognition Accuracy.
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clustering applications include data mining,
compression, and exploratory data analysis.

I. INTRODUCTION

The Nearest Neighbour Classifier algorithm and Backpropagation algorithm are two well-known learning
algorithms in neural networks and artificial intelligence.
An (artificial) neural network is simply, a massive (large
number of) interconnected network of simple processing
elements (called neurons), that has a natural propensity
for storing experiential knowledge and making it available
for use. Neural network, also referred to as neurocomputer, connectionist network, parallel distributed
processor etc, is an information processing paradigm that
is inspired by the way biological systems, such as the
brain, process information. The key element of this
paradigm is the novel structure of the neural network,
which is composed of neurons working in unison to solve
specific problems. An artificial neural network learns by
example, and is usually configured for a specific
application such as pattern recognition, sales forecasting,
industrial process control, etc. [1, 2]. Tasks for which
neural networks are useful include: pattern classification,
clustering/grouping, function approximation, signature
analysis, prediction/forecasting, optimization, control,
monitoring, and content-addressable memory (or
associative memory).

data

In this paper, an experimental application of the nearestneighbour classifier algorithm to character pattern
recognition is carried out. Pattern recognition refers to the
assignment of patterns to their respective classes. It
involves the categorization of input data into
identification classes via extraction of significant features
or attributes of the data from a background of irrelevant
detail. A pattern recognition system receives data in form
of raw measurement which collectively form a stimuli
vector. An example is the problem of recognizing the
patterns of letters of the English alphabet. A pattern
recognizer must be able to learn. Its basic task is to learn
general concepts on the basis of specific examples.
The Nearest Neighbour Classifier algorithm relies on
distance metrics [4, 5]. There are a plethora of metrics for
determining the similarity between input patterns
(vectors). Commonly used measures include: Euclidean
distance, Dot Product (or Inner Product), City Block
distance, Chessboard distance, and Hamming distance [2,
6]. The Hamming distance measure is one of the most
popular and simplest techniques for computing pattern
similarity in this application, and is hereby used. The
primary purpose of the present paper is to provide an
experimental validation of the Nearest Neighbour
Classifier algorithm via the use of Hamming distance.
Although the Hamming distance metric is relatively an
old metric, it still achieves useful results for basic
recognition tasks.

There are several learning rules, including Errorcorrection learning, Hebbian learning, Competitive
learning, and Boltzmann Learning [2]. Also, there are
several learning algorithms utilizing the learning rules.
The Back-Propagation learning algorithm is one of the
most general-purpose, and commonly used neural
network system learning algorithms. The backpropagation algorithm achieves its generality because of
the gradient-descent technique used to train the network.
However, this algorithm is seemingly more sophisticated
in nature, compared to the Nearest Neighbor Algorithm
which appears relatively easier to use [3]. Hence the
Nearest Neighbor Classifier Algorithm is experimented
with in this paper.

Given two binary patterns (vectors) xi and xj, the
Hamming distance between xi and xj is computed as
follows [7]:
d(xi, xj) = ∑ xi-xj

(1)

When the system is presented with an input pattern during
the classification phase, the system takes the feature
vector extracted from the pattern and computes its
Hamming distance for each of the patterns stored in the
database, the smallest distance giving the best match. The
Hamming distance metric measures the number of bit
positions in which two binary patterns differ. The degree
of accuracy involved in classification is the ratio of the
number of bit positions in which two patterns are similar
to the total number of bit positions, expressed as

The task of pattern classification is to assign an input
pattern (like a speech waveform, or handwritten symbol)
represented by a feature vector to one of many prespecified classes. Well-known applications include
character recognition, speech recognition, blood cell
classification, etc. In clustering (also known as
unsupervised pattern classification), there are no training
data with known class labels. A clustering algorithm
explores the similarity between the patterns and places
similar patterns in a cluster (group). Well-known
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percentage. Thus if the total number of bit positions is N,
and the Hamming distance is K, then

Percentage Accuracy =

2. An appropriate architecture is selected for the system,
with an input layer consisting of source nodes equal in
number to the pixels of an input image (64 in this paper),
and an output layer consisting of neurons equal in number
to the number of class categories (26 in this paper).

( N - K ) x 100%
N

3. Splitting the examples set into two subsets: a training
set, and a test set. The training set is used to train the
network. This phase of the network design is called
learning. In training the network, the desired response is
defined by the “identity” of the particular letter whose
image is presented to the network as the input signal.

The training phase of the Nearest-Neighbour Classifier
algorithm consists only of storing the feature vectors and
class labels of the training samples. In the actual
classification phase, the same feature as before is
computed for the test sample whose class is unknown.
Given the feature vector gotten from the unknown pattern,
its distance to each of the patterns in the database is
computed, the smallest distance giving the best match.
The system is trained to recognize patterns of letters of
the English alphabet (A–O). Lots of example patterns
representing each letter are extracted and memorized by
the system. When the system is presented with an input
pattern representing a letter, it classifies the pattern into
the appropriate category based on the memorized patterns
via the use of Hamming distance metric. The system also
computes in percentage, the degree of accuracy involved
in the classification. The trained patterns are shown in
Figure 1.

4. The recognition performance of the trained network is
tested using the test set.
Areas of applications of pattern recognition system
include seismic data analysis, optical character
recognition,
signature
verification,
fingerprint
identification, person identification, recognition of
chemical structures etc [3, 8, 9].
II. PATTERN RECOGNITION PROCESS AND
NEAREST
NEIGHBOUR
CLASSIFIER
ALGORITHM

To design a system for pattern recognition of letters A-Z,
or subsets of these letters, each letter is coded as a pattern
of 0's and 1's on a grid, which might be, say 15x10,
128x128, or 8x8. In this paper, a grid of 8x8 is used,
because an 8-bit code similar to the 8-bit EBCDIC
(Extended Binary Coded Decimal Interchange Code) is
envisaged. Although the use of a higher dimensional grid
increases the resolution of the system, it however requires
large training set and large amount of memory for storing
the training patterns. A smaller dimensional grid, like the
8x8 grid, offers poor resolution of the input patterns but
has the following advantages:

The pattern recognition process involves the following
sequential phases, as depicted in Figure 2, namely:
(i) Filtering: This refers to removal of unwanted
information from the input. This is usually
aided using a sensor such as a digital
camera, microphone or thermometer.
(ii) Feature Extraction: This is a process of studying
and deriving useful information from the
filtered input pattern. It is carried out using a
feature extractor.
(iii) Classification: Here, the input pattern is assigned
to a particular category. Classifiers typically
rely on distance metrics and probability
theory. Classification is accomplished using
a classifier.

(i) Smaller training set is required to learn to
distinguish objects.
(ii) The amount of memory required for storing the
training patterns is reduced.

Basically, there are four (4) approaches to pattern
recognition. These are statistical approach, structural
approach, syntactic approach and neural network
approach [3]. The statistical approach is based on
conditional probability. That is, for pattern classification,
measurements of the input patterns (components of the
feature vector) is taken and an estimate of the likelihood
or probability of the pattern belonging to a particular

The basic procedure in the system design involves the
following:
1. Collection of lots of example input patterns for each
letter.

3
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class. In structural approach, recognition is by graph
matching i.e. classes are represented by graphs or similar
data structures like trees, arrays, matrices etc.

Step 1: Collect lots of sample patterns of each letter to be
recognized by the system.
Step 2: Use a subset of the sample set to train the system.
Step 3: The system extracts and memorizes the training
patterns and their associated classes.
Step 4: Determine the appropriate data representation
scheme to be used in modeling the patterns.
Step 5: Storage of each memorized pattern in the database
as a vector.
Step 6: The other subset of the sample patterns are used to
test the recognition performance of the system
Step 7: Use the Hamming Distance metric to generalize
distorted input patterns by computing the similarity
between the input pattern (vector) and each of the stored
patterns. The input pattern is assigned to the class of the
pattern that is most similar to the input pattern. That is, if
the system is presented with a pattern (vector) not seen
during training, it computes the Hamming distance of the
pattern for each of the stored pattern and assigns the input
pattern to the class of the stored pattern with the least
Hamming distance.
Step 8: Stop.

In the syntactic approach, classes are represented by
grammars which have been constructed from pattern
primitives such as symbols and terminals. Recognition is
done by parsing the input to see if it can be generated by
the grammars. Finally, in the neural network approach,
the features extracted from the pattern is taken and used
as input to a neural network. This approach has the
advantage that neural networks have a built-in capability
to adapt their synaptic weights to changes in the
surrounding environment.
This adaptability and learning characteristics enable
neural network models to deal with imprecise data and illdefined situations. Thus, a suitably trained neural network
has the ability to generalize inputs even if they do not
appear in the training data. Also, neural networks have
good fault-tolerance. That is, since there are many
neurons (processing elements) linked together, failures of
a few neurons would not greatly affect the overall
performance of the system. The procedure used in this
paper is along the line of the neural network approach.

III. METHODOLOGY
The following is the pseudocode used in implementing
the system.

The back-propagation algorithm used in [10] is known to
be the most widely applied paradigm for training neural
network systems. However, the back-propagation
algorithm is not commonly used for image processing
applications [11]. This is because the neural network
system tends to be overly sensitive to the position and
scale of the object in the image, as shown in Figure 3.

//Training phase: store input patterns and their associated
class category
repeat
get inputPattern and associatedPatternClass
store inputPattern and associatedPatternClass in the
database
until there are no more training example patterns in the
training set

This paper therefore presents a neural network-based
system using the Nearest Neighbour Classifier algorithm
[12, 13]. This algorithm is relatively simpler, and can be
used to build a position-independent and scaleindependent network. The training phase of the NearestNeighbour Classifier algorithm consists only of storing
the feature vectors and class labels of the training
samples. In the actual classification phase, the same
feature as before is extracted from the test sample whose
class is unknown.

//Recognition phase: get an input pattern and
//assign it to one of the memorised (stored) class
categories
//and compute the percentage accuracy in the
classification
get inputPattern
for i = 1 to numberOfDatabaseRow
if inputPattern = storedPattern(i) then
{
inputPatternClass = storedPatternClass(i)
percentageAccuracy = 100
}
else
{

The algorithm used for the character recognition system
based on the Nearest-Neighbour Classifier algorithm is as
follows:
Step 0: Start.
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minDistance = 64
for j = 1 to numberOfDatabaseRow
{
compute dist(j) = hammingDist(inputPattern,
storedPattern(j))
if dist(j) < minDistance then
{
minDistance = dist(j)
inputPatternClass = storedPatternClass(j)
}
percentageAccuracy = 100*(64-dist(j))/64
}
}

system and are subsequently stored in the database. In the
recognition phase, the system is presented with an input
pattern and will assign the pattern to one of the stored
class categories. To assign an input pattern to a class, the
pattern is compared with each stored pattern. If the input
pattern matches one of the stored patterns, it is assigned to
the class of that stored pattern, and the percentage
accuracy is 100; if the input pattern does not match any of
the stored patterns, its similarity to each stored pattern is
computed and the input pattern is assigned to the class of
the most similar stored pattern. The Hamming distance
measure is the best technique for computing pattern
similarity in this application [11]. The percentage
accuracy is computed as the ratio of the number of similar
positions to the total number of positions (i.e. 64),
expressed as a percentage.

The design of the solution is discussed under the
following subheadings: input design, output design,
memory design, and process design.

The system is trained (in a supervised manner) with a
subset of patterns of the English alphabet shown in Figure
1. Results obtained (Figure 4) from the application of the
system to the patterns indicate that the system performs
well. The Hamming distance metric is also shown to be
effective in the classification of distorted patterns in the
test set. As can be seen in Figure 3, an input pattern can
be thought of as a two-dimensional grid of pixels. In its
simplest form, the colour of a pixel is a binary indicator of
the illumination status of the pixel. A black colour could
be interpreted as logic 1, while a white colour is
interpreted as logic 0. For images more complex than
simple character patterns, a gray-shade (or colour) pixel
representation is often needed, but that requires additional
information about each pixel. For this application, binary
information will be sufficient to construct patterns of all
the characters which the system will ever process. Since
there are eight rows, an 8-bit system similar to the 8-bit
EBCDIC is used. The representation of the input pattern
as 8-bit words is depicted in Table 1. A technique for
representing bits in compressed form, and its application
to various n-bit words can be found in [14, 15, 16].

INPUT DESIGN
The input interface for the system consists of an 8x8 grid
where the training pattern is drawn, and a text box where
the associated class is entered. Each pixel (square) of the
grid represents an input node (neuron), so there are 64
input neurons altogether. Each node can be in either state
1 when the pixel is black, or state 0 when the pixel is
white.
OUTPUT DESIGN
The output interface also consists of an 8x8 grid where
the pattern to be classified is entered. Each pixel can be in
either state 1 when the pixel is black, or state 0 when the
pixel is white. On the right side of the output interface is
the system response frame showing the class category of
the recognized input pattern and the percentage accuracy
in the classification.
MEMORY DESIGN
The system memory is implemented in a database using
Microsoft Access. When an input pattern (vector) is
presented to the system during the training phase, the
pattern is stored in the database as a string of 0’s and 1’s.
Each pattern of 0’s and 1’s is associated with a class
category. A class is analogous to a set and can be
associated with multiple patterns representing members of
the set.

So going row-wise, the image in Figure 3(a) is
represented as 00000000 00000000 11100000 10100000
11100000 10100000 10100000 00000000. By
concatenating the eight row vectors of pixels in Figure
3(a), which comprise the character matrix, into a single
64-bit vector, a pattern that is suitable for input to an
associative-memory neural system is formed. Moreover,
by considering the input as a vector, the network has been
provided with the inherent ability to compare patterns of
new characters with patterns of characters it has already
learnt to recognize.

PROCESS DESIGN
This is the description of the system functionality. In the
training phase of the system, several input patterns (and
their associated class category) are presented to the
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2. Use Mode: On clicking this button, the user is
presented with the “Classification Interface” shown.

IV. IMPLEMENTATION AND RESULTS

3. Database View: On clicking this button, the user is
presented with the system memory view interface shown.

The system makes use of GUI (Graphical User Interface),
and as such, Microsoft Visual Basic 6.0 is adopted for
implementing the solution.

TRAINING INTERFACE
The training interface (see Appendix) is where the user
trains the network with different patterns. It has an 8x8
grid, a text box and three buttons. Each pattern to be
learnt by the network is drawn on the grid using the
mouse, and the associated class is typed in the text box.
On clicking the “Learn Pattern” button, the system stores
in the database, the pattern and the associated class.
Clicking the “Refresh” button clears the grid of the drawn
pattern. Clicking the “Close” button closes the training
interface and takes the user back to the main menu.

Visual Basic offers the following advantages:
1. It allows creation of GUI (Graphical User Interface)
applications.
2. It allows quick and easy creation of Window-based
applications.
Thus, using Visual Basic facilitates the system
implementation since it has the tools for the GUI
components. Visual Basic provides us with the flexibility
of:

CLASSIFICATION INTERFACE
The classification interface (see Appendix) is where the
system is presented with a pattern for classification. This
interface has an 8x8 grid, three buttons, and the “System
Response” frame that contains the “Pattern Class” and
“Accuracy” labels. The pattern to be classified is drawn
on the left grid using the mouse. On clicking the “Classify
Pattern” button, the system produces a response by
displaying in the system response frame, the class
associated with the pattern, and the accuracy involved.
Clicking the “Refresh” button clears the grid of the drawn
pattern. Clicking the “Close” button closes the
classification interface and takes the user back to the main
menu.

1. Creating the GUI by drawing objects such as the input
grid, and buttons.
2. Setting the properties of these objects to refine their
appearances.
3. Making the GUI components respond to user events by
attaching code to them.
The system memory is simulated in Microsoft Access
database (See Appendix). Although one could use a
simple file to store the data, this would require you to
design separate routines to insert data into the file, delete
data from the file, etc. By using a database to control all
these actions, the designer can concentrate on what the
application will do rather than how to access the data.
This also reduces the amount of code to be written. Visual
Basic makes it easier to access databases by providing
several data controls and objects that assist designers in
the process. Using a database also offers the advantage of
simultaneous universal access to the system.

SYSTEM MEMORY VIEW INTERFACE
This interface (see Appendix) enables the system user to
view the content of the system memory. The interface has
three buttons: “Delete Current Row”, “Delete All Rows”,
and “Close”.
Clicking the “Delete Current Row” button deletes a
selected row from the database. Clicking the “Delete All
Rows” button clears the database of all its contents.
Clicking the “Close” button closes the interface and takes
the user back to the main menu. The first 10 rows of the
entire 65 columns of the system memory is as shown in
the Appendix.

SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
The system is highly interactive and menu-driven. On
starting the system, the main menu comes up (See
Appendix). The main menu has three buttons: Training
Mode, Use Mode, and Database View.
1. Training Mode: On clicking this button, the user is
presented with the “Training Interface” as shown.

TRAINING DATA
The system was trained to recognise the character patterns
for the uppercase letters of (subset of) the English
alphabet (A–Z). If presented with any of the patterns, the
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system classifies it into the appropriate category with
100% accuracy. This is irrespective of the scale and the
axes. However, the system can classify noisy patterns to
one of the stored pattern classes, as well as computing the
degree of accuracy (i.e similarity to the nearest
neighbour).
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V. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
In this paper, an application of the Nearest Neighbour
Classifier algorithm to character pattern recognition
system has been presented. It has also been shown how
the Hamming distance metric is used to generalize
distorted patterns. The test case is the characters of the
English alphabet. The generalization ability of the system
is tested by presenting the system with patterns not seen
during the training phase. The Nearest Neighbour
Classifier algorithm offers the advantage of “one-shot”
learning, against the iterative manner in which the BackPropagation algorithm is employed. Although the
Hamming distance metric is relatively an old metric, it
still achieves useful results for basic recognition tasks.
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Hamming distance metric.
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Figure 1: Trained Patterns

World

Sensor
Representation pattern
Feature Extractor
Feature pattern
Classifier

Decision
Figure 2: Pattern recognition system model [9]
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 3: Input Pattern: Three different patterns of character A.
The pattern in Figure 3(b) is of the same size as that of Figure 3(a) but
with a shift in position.
Table 1: Representation of Input Pattern as 8-bit Words
Figure No. 8-bit Representation
1(a)
00000000, 00000000,
10100000, 00000000
1(b)
00000000, 00000000,
00001010, 00001010
1(c)
00000000, 00111110,
00100010, 00000000

11100000,

10100000,

11100000,

10100000,

00000000,

00001110,

00001010,

00001110,

00100010,

00100010,

00111110,

00100010,

Table 2(a): Row-wise 8-bit Representation for Figure 3(a)
ROW
NUMBER
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

8-BIT REPRESENTATION
00000000
00000000
11100000
10100000
11100000
10100000
10100000
00000000
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Table 2(b): Row-wise 8-bit Representation for Figure 3(b)

ROW
NUMBER
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

8-BIT REPRESENTATION
00000000
00000000
00000000
00001110
00001010
00001110
00001010
00001010

Table 2(c): Row-wise 8-bit Representation for Figure 3(c)

ROW
NUMBER
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

8-BIT REPRESENTATION
00000000
00111110
00100010
00100010
00111110
00100010
00100010
00000000
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(a) A: 100%

(b) A: 98.4375% (c) B: 96.875%

(e) D: 96.875% (f) E: 98.4375%

(g) F: 100%

Figure 4: Results
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ABSTRACT

Academic libraries are one of the several, and in fact, the most important source of information available to the
academic community. With the growth of Information and Communication Technology (ICT), many more ways of
information flow are being opened. Libraries generally contain electronic as well as non-electronic resources,
including journals which are indispensible secondary sources of information for the academia with respect to
research. This paper presents the process involved in the acquisition of electronic version of journals for academic
libraries. This is against the backdrop of inadequate and obsolete journals in these “information houses”.
Implications of and hindrances to e-journal acquisition in this digital age are also discussed.
Keywords: Electronic journals, Academic libraries, Digital age, ICT, Electronic resources
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to obtain and make the journals needed available that has
led them (the staff) to seek other ways of access. They
still hope that their libraries will be able to order more
journals, both general and African. At the same time, the
point was made that just a copy of an essential journal
wasn’t enough; copies also need to be available at
departmental level. This is the situation academic libraries
have found themselves mainly due to inadequate funds. It
is a well known fact that current journal titles are very

I. INTRODUCTION

Academic libraries are one of the several, and in fact, the
most important source of information available to the
academic community, with the growth of Information and
Communication Technology opening many more ways of
information flow. A research study by [1] indicates that
the staff of typical African universities felt let down by
their Universities and that it is the failure of the libraries
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difficult to find in most academic libraries in Nigeria. In
fact, very few libraries can boast of any quantity of new
titles for the past few years. Electronic journals are a
viable means of transmitting knowledge especially in this
era of information proliferation. They contain more
updated information than print journals and are also
readily accessible especially to the academia.

ability to search for a particular content within a paper or
a complete journal; cross referencing i.e. the ability to
move quickly from the article one is reading to one which
it cites in its references and that includes forward citing.
Such electronic linking is in principle easy within a given
journal or within a stable of journals from the same
publisher, provided that electronic versions are available.

Electronic journals are considered in this paper as remote
access electronic resource [2] that has to be accessed with
the use of computers and other peripheral devices, which
contain information issued sequentially with numerical
and chronological order and intended to be continued
indefinitely [3].

The first electronic journal to be distributed in the years
1994-1995 was Electronics Online by the Institute of
Electrical Engineers (IEE) who distributed the journal via
Online Computer Library Centre (OCLC) [5]. OCLC is a
global library cooperative which provides shared
technology services. It also provides original research and
community programs for its thousands of library members
in over 100 countries. OCLC invented a client called
Guidon for installation on the reader’s station. Guidon
was an excellent tool, with a very rich functionality;
unfortunately it was not web-based. It became obsolete as
soon as the web was chosen for the distribution of
electronic journals. Web distribution started in 1995-1996
and was an immediate success. It was possible to use the
rich format PDF (Portable Document Format) to embed
links in the text and to start to use multimedia tools [6].

Academic researchers publish to establish their claim at a
specific time for a specific result, to gain other forms of
recognition (such as promotion and tenure) and to have
independent certification of the results. They also
communicate with those who may be interested in their
works, researchers in related fields and students working
their way into the inner ring. If the academic researcher
as an author is focused in this way, any source of
information whether a journal article, database,
newspaper or a primary source document can be
important. The easier the access to these sources, the more
likely the sources will be used. It is for this reason (which
includes improved access that means quicker publications,
desktop access, improved search and retrieval tools) that
electronic journals take on real significance.

It has been emphasized in [7] that there are a number of
benefits arising from the transition of most journals as
well as other publications to online distributions for
publishers. These include faster publication of articles,
shifting of cost of printing and binding to local sites
(where they become optional), elimination of postage and
warehousing costs, and access to articles by individuals
without subscribing to a whole journal and preliminary
versions. Of all the above, access to individual articles
would be the most advantageous to academic libraries
because of the reduction in cost without having to buy the
whole journal, then, of course, availability is improved,
thereby making research articles updated and accessible.

Electronic journals can generally be of two types, namely
offline journals and online journals [4]. An off-line
electronic journal is an electronic document which is
bibliographically identifiable and is stored in machine
readable form on an electronic storage medium. Journals
on CD and DVD ROMs are typical examples. An online
journal, on the other hand, is an electronic document that
is bibliographically identifiable, is stored in machine
readable form on an electronic storage medium and is
available on-line.

According to [8], the Internet now makes it possible for
the user to have easy access to vast amounts of
information. The user can manipulate this information in
various ways to create new syntheses of knowledge. In
effect, the internet is changing the role of printed
information, since the web not the information is
becoming the medium of research communication.

The present paper discusses the process involved in the
acquisition of e-journals for academic libraries. The
primary focus is on online journals, as against off-line
journals. Implications of and hindrances to e-journal
acquisition in this digital age are also discussed.

Studies have been carried out on the state, awareness,
impact and usage of electronic journals and information
resources in different countries. These include Nigeria [9,
10, 11], Ghana [12], Malaysia [13], India [14, 15], Turkey
[16], Malawi [17] and Kenya [18]. In [19], a discourse on

II. LITERATURE REVIEW
The new electronic journals already offer facilities that
are not available for users of paper. These include the
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development of electronic journals in Africa was
presented, with a focus on African Journal Online (AJOL)
project. Other successful African electronic journals
include African Journal of Library, Archives and
Information Science, and African Journal of Computing
and ICT. [20] discusses the cost of journal publishing
while [21] dwells on the approach for automating the
processing of electronic mathematical documents and
their transformation into semantic documents.

depository library and publisher preferably before
acquisition [2].
Installation
It is necessary to install the electronic publication so it can
be viewed and described by the librarian. For on-line
documents, a connection to the host-system is required.
Description of the Document
Cataloguing systems for electronic documents are still the
subject of much debate. Various groups are discussing
how to describe an electronic document. The existing
book-based systems such as MARC (Machine Readable
Cataloging) and its variants do not fully describe these
new formats. For example, to be able to view an
electronic publication, it is also necessary to describe the
technical features like the computer and operating system
which the publication made for, the formats used etc.
Many fields for the technical description will be made in
coded form. The traditional system of author, title and
subject are also used except that it is indicated whether
access is online. The main problem comes when an article
is been subscribed.

III. ACQUISITION OF ELECTRONIC JOURNALS
FOR LIBRARIES
The process involved in acquiring e-journals includes
selection, acquisition and registration, installation,
document description, authentication and integrity, and
migration. Others include storage, conversion, emulation,
indexing and access.
Selection
Research is being carried out by many libraries in the
world into the best methods to give access to electronic
materials in the very long term. Because of the sheer
quantity of material being produced, particularly for
access via the World Wide Web, selection is essential.
Many archives and libraries use the existing selection
criteria for printed materials for electronic materials as
well. The contents of the document are the relevant
factors for selection and not the medium. This means that
the physical carrier, the hardware and the software used
are not relevant for the selection process. Local policy
defines the criteria for selection e.g. Lecturers can be
presented with the table of contents of journals available,
so the most requested can be subscribed to [2, 9].

In the international book trade, the unique identification
numbers ISBN (International Standard Book Number)
and ISSN (International Standard Serial Number) are
widely used to uniquely identify a certain version of a
monograph or serial publication. ISBN and ISSN are also
used for CD-ROMs and on-line publications like
electronic journals. However, these numbers are not
designed for electronic publications and a proposal was,
therefore, made for a Digital Object Identifier (DOI). The
DOI is designed by Association of American Publishers
and the Corporation for National Research Initiatives
[22].

Acquisition and Registration
Off-line publications can often come to the library as
printed publications. On-line publications require a new
form of co-operation. The publication has to be
transmitted from the host system to the library via the
network. Selected documents are either ordered or
transferred automatically by the publisher or harvested by
the library with a harvester application. For on-line
documents, acquisition means the physical migration (via
the network) of the document from the host-system to the
depository system. The Serials librarian needs to be
involved in this process. They could also come by means
of access to the full text on the publisher’s website. It is
necessary to register documents when they are received
by the library. This requires the exchange of bibliographic
information (pre-publishing information) between the

Authenticity and Integrity
Some electronic publications can easily be changed. What
guarantee is there that the bibliographic description
defines exactly the version which is stored? And will it
still do so after the lapse of several hundred years and the
migration to other carriers and formats. This is still a very
tricky area. Several methods are being considered, e.g.
time stamps, encryptions and watermarks. But it must be
said that the final solution for this issue has yet to be
found [23, 24].
Migration – This refers to movement of the electronic
content from the original carrier to the physical storage of
the depository system, including migration quality control
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and duplication for backup (preferably on another
medium).

Improving library and Information services delivery is
another implication for electronic journals in academic
libraries. Inadequate funding is making it difficult for
academic libraries to afford their previous levels of
purchases. This has also made it difficult for them to
maintain their acquisition practices beyond the continent
of Africa. Many of them have therefore had to review
their subscription and/or purchase policies. Many have
even embarked on journal cancellation as a way of
making funds available for other areas of needs; the
consequence is that these libraries can no longer satisfy
the demands of their customers in terms of new and
improved services to academic researchers who would
always need update on different areas of research.

Storage – The section of storage that records the physical
locations of all the files in a document and makes the file
map available to the search engine is called pathfinder.
The physical storage system will probably use different
types of media with different access speeds, e.g. hard disc
(very fast), magneto-optical (fast), tape (slow). This
requires sophisticated software to monitor the use of
documents and to shift documents from tape to discs and
vice versa.
Conversion and Emulation – In carrying out this task,
certain questions need be asked. For instance, would the
format of a document be converted to a new format? Or
would a system be designed in which the document is
stored in the original format? Emulation software enables
the document stored in the original format to be viewed
using the new hardware and software.

Access to electronic publications would be easier for
Academic libraries. Printed publications like monographs
and serials are no longer available on the market
permanently. After a relatively short time, a specific
edition of a monograph can be difficult to find in a book
shop, though it may be possible to order from a large
distributor or even the publisher. With off-line electronic
publications it is exactly the same. The publishers are no
longer interested in keeping publications available when
there is no commercial interest in the products. This may
be understandable from the market point of view but is
still unfortunate. In addition, publishers often do not have
a full archive of their own publications. It is very
important, therefore, that as soon as possible after the
publication date a document should be selected, described
and made available (at least for review on site) by a public
body like a national archive or a national library.

Indexing
Descriptive information is indexed for use within the
search engine of the depository system. This engine can
be part of the pathfinder software or can be a separate
existing library system's OPAC module, to be defined
locally. To find the right compromise between (the user's)
indexing requirements and the technical possibilities is
very complicated.
Access
Access to electronic publications by end users must be
clearly defined. At present, most access is "on-site" but,
when agreements are made with the owners of the
information, remote access may be possible. As with the
deposit for printed publications, electronic deposit
collections should be used as "collections of last resort".
Libraries can, however, give access when agreements are
reached with publishers and authors.

Based on the above, with electronic subscription, libraries
can now subscribe for individual articles instead of
purchasing the whole journal title. This further reduces
the cost implications associated with acquisitions, storage
and preservation of collections. Electronic journals would
also serve as a gateway access to the worldwide academic
resources extending beyond the resources that are
physically available in these libraries.

IV. IMPLICATIONS AND HINDRANCES

Improving the inadequacy of Information and
Communication Technology facilities and access to
Internet seem to be the very first problems academic
libraries in Nigeria would have as regards to access and
subscription to electronic journals. E-journals require
peripheral ICT devices and internet connectivity for them
to be assessed. Another problem peculiar to Nigeria is the
issue of erratic power, without which assessing the
subscribed journals becomes difficult even if the ICT
facilities are fully functional.

The introduction of electronic publications especially,
electronic journals has implications for improving
educational standards, library and information services
delivery and the creation of an informed academia.
Learners as well as researchers no longer need to concern
themselves with location or format or access problems.
This is because they can be supplied whatever the
appropriate contents turn out to be and with such
immediacy that cannot be found with print publications.
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African Universities, African Journal of Library, Archival
and Information Science, Vol.10, No. 2, pp. 93-111.

In buying different software to access the journals, the
frequently used formats are the PDF and SGML (Standard
Generalized Markup Language). PDF is a proprietary
format controlled by Adobe while SGML is an encoding
language that became a standard of the International
Organization for Standardization (ISO).

[2]. Ani, O.E. and Ahiauzu, B. (2008), Towards effective
development of electronic information resources in
Nigerian University Libraries. Library Management
29(6/7): 504 – 514.

Increasing speed of technological innovation, new
publishing techniques, Internet and the present lack of
standards are a few examples of the uncertainties in which
the manager of a depository system must face. There is no
proven solution for these systems; large vendors have
built systems for data-warehousing and data-mining,
although some lack the structured indexing and large
scale preservation solutions needed by libraries and
archives.

[3]. Adetoro, S. O (2008), Perception of the Academic
staff of Federal University of Technology Minna on the
Prospects and Challenges of Electronic Publishing.
B.Tech. Project Report, Department of Library and
Information Technology, School of Science and Science
Education, Federal University of Technology, Minna,
Niger State, Nigeria.
[4]. Koohang, A. & Harman, K. (2006), The Academic
Open Access E-journal: Platform and Portal. Informing
Science Journal, Vol. (9), pp. 71-81.

Technical expertise is also important to e-journal
management. Libraries should fully embrace the
introduction and establishment of information and
communication technology into traditional libraries and
also ensure competence of the staff. This would go a long
way in attaining optimal functionality of e-journals.

[5]. https://www.oclc.org/en/about.html <last accessed in
2017>
[6]. Pettenati, Corrado (2001), Electronic Publishing at
the End of 2001, World Scientific, pp. 1-9.

V. RECOMMENDATIONS AND CONCLUSION
[7]. Denning, P. J. and Rous, B. (1995), The ACM
Electronic Publishing Plan, Communications of the ACM,
38(4), pp. 97-109.

The University Libraries should subscribe more to
electronic journals to complement for the inadequacies of
the library stock and also to increase accessibility and
level of awareness especially amongst the academia that
need these publications for their day to day research. With
this subscription, risk of damage and mutilation is
reduced. An alternative source of power supply should be
provided to make up for the inadequacies of the erratic
power supply, which seem to be the major challenge of
assessing electronic publications. Training and retraining
of staff on the use of Information communication
technology (ICT) must be put in place.

[8]. Ubogu, Felix N. (2000), The Paperless Society: Farce
or Reality, African Journal of Library, Archives and
Information Science, Vol.10, No. 1, pp. 1-12.
[9]. Chigbu, E. D (2012), Scholarly Electronic Journals:
Availability and Use in Universities in Nigeria, Library
Philosophy and Practice (E-journal), 813;
http://digitalcommons.unl.edu/libphilprac/813.
[10]. Olorunsola, R. and Adeleke, A. A. (2011),
Electronic Journals in Nigerian University Libraries: the
present situation and future possibilities. Library Review,
Vol. 60, No. 7, pp. 588-589.

Electronic journals create new capabilities that extend far
beyond what the print journals can provide. It is precisely
these new capabilities that make electronic journals a
powerful and indispensible tool for the researchers,
students and lecturers who are the bulk users/patrons of
academic libraries.

[11]. Omotayo, B.O (2010), Access, Use, and Attitudes of
Academics toward Electronic Journals: A Case Study of
Obafemi Awolowo University, Ile-Ife, Library
Philosophy and Practice, 335.
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ABSTRACT

With the increased use of internet across various devices, for various activities, the demand for security across
networks has only been increasing. Several activities of abuse, misuse and network policy violators are also on the
increase. There is need to advance the level of security to check unethical use of systems and network resources. The
mode by which attackers infiltrate the network have become dynamic. Many Intrusion Detection Systems (IDS) have
been developed, but have experienced the problem of false positive or false negative alarms. In this paper, a method
using convolutional neural networks to classify attacks while increasing accuracy and performance is proposed. An
example over the Knowledge Discovery in Databases (KDD) Dataset is detailed in this study to illustrate the
effectiveness of the proposed methodology.
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programs and records. The intention of attackers is to
compromise the confidentiality, integrity and availability
of information, building their targets from individuals to
small or medium sized businesses and even commercial
enterprise [1].

I. INTRODUCTION

The world is now driven by data over the internet through
social networks, e-commerce, online banking and so on,
and all these information are stored or managed via the
internet and automated processes carried out through the
use of Information Technology (IT) systems. Advances of
new tools, methods, and cyber-attack is steadily growing
in terms of number of attacks and degree of damage
caused to its victims. It was discovered that hackers are
developing new ways to gain illegal entry to networks,

Asia Paciﬁc Computer Emergency Response Team
(CERT) annual report of 2016, presented a remarkable
rise in the number of intrusions and cyber-security threat
in the last decade [2]. Likewise, according to [3] an
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account from the Malaysia CERT published in 2016,
states that 43% of 9986 hateful occurrences involve
intrusions during working hours. Every day seems to
bring a bigger wide variety of attacks globally, but
additionally a larger range of attacks defeating the
security of big establishments, thus affecting the
information security, business continuity and customers’
trust. The growing trend has reached new peak in 2016,
universally known as “the year of cyber-attacks”, but the
authors believe this is not to be the peak except
countermeasures are kept in place [4].

A. Genetic Algorithms
Madhavi et. al. presented a genetic algorithm method that
modifies itself and gets better at finding solutions by
simulating the process of natural selection, in evolution,
such as “survival of the fittest”. In their model, features
are extracted based on their usefulness. Rules are fed in
two parts: condition and result (such as, if - then). Each
feature is extracted in scalar numeric form and fuzzified
such that it’s value lies in a range. This is done using
“membership functions” that translate both what and how
much in each value. For example, if height is the attribute,
it’s values would be {tall, medium, short) and what height
corresponds to tall, medium, short is defined, known as
truth of membership; 180 cm is “tall” whereas 150 is
“short”. The simplest way to do this is using the triangular
membership function, which has a graph consisting of 3
points: upper limit, lower limit and a middle value that
lies between the two [7]. Like every genetic algorithm,
this begins with initialization of the population [8]. It
involves conversion of the rules into numeric form (in
bits). Based on the “information gain” that is, “fitness
score” of each feature, 15 features are chosen. The results
are computed and stored in a confusion matrix for easier
analysis, next to a confusion matrix of the classic genetic
system. The True Positive Rate, True Negative Rate, and
then the detection rate (no of true detections/ total no of
intrusions). The proposed system is shown to be better
than the classical system by 2.4% accuracy. Weakness of
proposed model is that it does not scale with more data.
The number of false negatives increase with more data.

.

An intrusion is an unwanted or unsuspected entry or
attack into a device, system or network. IDS are devices
or software applications that monitor networks or devices
to identify these attacks, report them and to correct them
in some cases. They can be a part of a specific device
communicating with the OS (known as Host based IDS)
or a part of a network (NIDS). The detection can be based
on known patterns of behaviour or data exchange
(signature based) or unknown patterns (anomaly based).
In general, these systems are rule based, and use a
knowledge base with known patterns and configurations.
There are primarily three kinds of IDS; Anomaly based
IDS, Signature based IDS, and Host based IDS. There is
need to advance the level of security to check unethical
use of systems and network resources. The mode by
which attackers infiltrate the network have become
dynamic [3] [5].
Many Intrusion Detection Systems (IDS) have been
reported in the literature. However, the problem of false
positive or false negative alarms is still a major issue. This
research is restricted to the simulation and analyzing
performance of Convolutional Neural Network procedure
on the Knowledge Discovery Dataset Cup dataset from
KDD 99. The KDD 99 dataset database contains a
standard set of data to be audited, which includes a wide
variety of intrusions simulated in a military network
environment. The advantage of using this dataset is that
the dataset can be sorted and labelled therefore one does
not need to spend time generating a new dataset. Waikato
Environment Knowledge Analysis (WEKA) machine
learning tool was used to evaluate the performance of the
algorithm. Denial of Service, probing, user-to-root and
remote-to-local types of attacks in the KDDcup ’99
dataset [6].

Statistical Data Analysis
Milan and Bulatovic describes the Statistical-based
Intrusion Detection System (IDS) as the behaviour of the
system that is represented from a random viewpoint,
activities of various subjects are analysed and a suitable
profile encapsulating the behaviour generated. An
abnormality value or score is assigned to each profile [9].
Advantage: It is straightforward. Abnormal behaviour
may be easily defined as anything lying a few values
away from the average or deviation of a function over
time.
Disadvantage: This method does not consider the
relationships and the chronology of the events. Intruders
may also be able to monitor the network and understand
what behaviour is considered abnormal and launch
smarter attacks. The determination of what is to be
considered abnormal is difficult.

II. RELATED WORKS
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Processing when managing signals that appear as a period
arrangement [13]. Generally, convolution is an instrument
to join or "mix" two rudiments of time. This model
encompasses an input, a hidden and output layers. The
number of nodes in the input layer and the hidden layers
are set to the amount of the feature in the input feature
path. Similarly, the number of nodes in the output layer is
fixed to the number of output. Additionally, the input layer
and the hidden layers have an extra biased unit whose
input is a constant set of values. The preprocessing phase
comprise splitting the KDD99 dataset into various types of
attacks. Feature selection was performed using information
gain technique along with Ranker method. KDD99 dataset
database contains a standard set of data to be audited,
which includes a wide variety of intrusions simulated in a
military network environment [6]. Ranker method rank
attributes by their individual evaluations. It is used in
conjunction with attribute evaluators.

Artificial Intelligence (AI) and Expert Systems
Artificial Intelligence (AI) and Expert systems can be
used in identifying behavioural patterns behind malicious
attacks and forming a rule base. Expert systems are used
for this purpose in which the knowledge base consists of
‘if then’ conditions which may be traversed in any order
to identify anomalies [9]. Disadvantage: Only known
patterns can be recognized.
Bayesian Method
This method operates by identifying that all features have
diverse probabilities of occurring in attacks and in normal
network traffic. The filter is trained by giving it classified
traffic, which then computed probabilities for each
feature. After training, the filter will calculate the
probabilities for each connection and classify it as either
normal traffic or an attack [9].
The negatives are that it is rule based. The effectiveness
of the system hangs on how well it is executed and
verified on all protocols. Rule defining procedure is also
affected by various protocols used by numerous operators.
Apart from these, custom protocols also make rule
defining a tedious job. For detection to occur correctly,
the comprehensive information about the recognized
network behaviour need to be established [10].

A.1. K-fold Cross Validation
This is a mechanism in machine learning that trains and
test an algorithm by dividing the dataset into random Kpartitions. The K partitioned dataset was used for testing
the algorithm for correct prediction while all other
preceding partitions are used to train the algorithm. The
first 9 partitioned datasets train the algorithm while the
other groups are used for testing. The process is repeated
until all groups are covered and the performance is
measured as the aggregate of all the K-folds.

Pattern Mining
To perform the search, a large string is usually found from
a list of strings by constructing a DFA and following the
Aho-Corasick method. A head-body algorithm was
proposed in which the AC-DFA was divided into head
and body parts such that the “head” partition continue to
behave like a conventional AC-DFA but the body can
perform search on full body length patterns by being
converted into an NFA. In this method, each string from
the list is built into a trie, which has 3 main functions: 1.
Follow Edges 2. Failure: Store previous edges when
current value does not have an edge. 3. Output: String
combinations that have occurred at current state. The trie
is then made into NFA to support linear time matching,
and search is pursued. Here pattern matching can also be
done for lengths that are not predefined. The only
weakness of this model is in the partitioning of the string:
what is the idea length? [11] [12].

A.2. Percentage Split
Percentage Split (Fixed or Holdout) leave out random N%
of the data. 90% of the rows are used for building the
model and 10% for testing the model. The algorithm is
trained against the trained data and the accuracy is
calculated on the whole data set.
3.1 CONVOLUTIONAL NEURAL NETWORK
Convolution Neural Network (ConvNet) is an
arrangement of layers and each layer of a ConvNet
converts one dimension of activations to another through
a differentiable function [13]. ConvNet architectures
conventionally use the following parameters and they are
applied in this paper.
 Input / Output Volumes Features
 CONV (Convolutional Layer)
 ReLu (Rectified Linear Unit) Layer
 Pool Layer
 Fully Connected Layer (FC)

III. METHODOLOGY
This paper makes use of Convolutional Neural network
(CNN) method to classify attacks. Convolution is a
scientific idea utilized vigorously in Digital Signal
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1. INPUT: this is the features-selected dataset
containing attributes with class labels.
2. Convolutional layer: In this layer neurons
that are associated to local regions in the input are
computed, a dot product is calculated between their
weights and a small region they are connected to in the
input volume. It performs the core operations of training
and therefore firing the neurons of the network. It
performs the convolution operation over the inputted
KDD datasets. Each receptive field contains neuron that
are connected to a certain region of input in the dataset.
3. RELU: (Rectifier Linear Unit) frequently
positioned activation function intended for the outputs of
the CNN.
4. POOL: The pooling layer is regularly
positioned after the Convolutional layer. Its main function
lies in reducing or perform a down-sampling operation.
The reduction in size leads to less computational overhead
for the upcoming layers of the network and it helps to
manage overfitting.
5. Fully-Connected: this layer calculates the
class scores, resulting in input size where each of the
numbers matches to a class label.

3.4
TRAINING CNN WITH ALL FEATURES
The training dataset will be used to train the CNN
intrusion detection system for detection and correct
classification of attacks and it is subsequently tested to see
if learning algorithm is able to correctly classify the
attacks. This training and testing process will be carried
out using 10-fold cross validation technique and
percentage split.
3.5
GAIN

FEATURE SELECTION VIA INFORMATION

Features denotes and suggests a function that is
distinct and a useful observation or pattern obtained from
the entered data that aids in execution in order to obtain
better result. The CNN learns the features from the entered
datasets. Usually, they occur repeatedly from the data and
gain prominence. For example, while performing Face
Detection, the reality that every human face has a pair of
eyes may be treated as a feature by the system, as a way to
be detected and learned by using the distinct layers. In
generic object classification, the threshold contours of the
objects serve as the features.
To achieve the aim of this research work, feature
reduction of the dataset was performed via information
gain. This would help in the reduction of the number of
features that the CNN classifier will use in making correct
and
accurate
classification.
The
feature
reduction/selection technique will best select some
attributes from the original 41 features (plus the label
feature).

3.2
INFORMATION GAIN IN TERMS OF
FEATURE SELECTION
According to [14], prior to pre-processing of data, the
features of the data set are identified as either being
significant to the intrusion detection process, or
redundant. Irrelevant features are usually observed to be
closely correlated with one or more other features. As a
result, overlooking them from the intrusion detection
process does not degrade classification accuracy. In fact,
it also enhances and improve the accuracy due to the
subsequent data reduction, and elimination of noise and
measurement errors associated with the degraded features.
Therefore, selecting a good subset of features shows to be
significant in improving the overall performance of the
system as shown in figure 1.

3.6
EXPERIMENT AND DISCUSSION
A. Introduction
This section gives detailed information about
experiments carried out and the testing for the purpose of
this work. It describes the parameters used for the
implementations, testing, and gives the results of the
experiments. Comparisons were made among similar
experiment’s results, and with the results gotten from
related literature.

3.3
DATASET
According to Yimin, KDD’99 is one of the frequently and
most generally used data set for the evaluation of a
detection technique [15] [16]. 10% of KDD99 dataset was
used to simulate for the purpose of this work. The dataset
consists of data captured in DARPA’98 IDS evaluation ·
program [6]. DARPA’98, which is almost 4 gigabytes of
compressed raw TCP dump data of 7 weeks of network ·
traffic. 2 million data connection records tested for about
2 weeks.
·

B. Performance Measurement Terms
The performance of the classification algorithms used
were measured using:
True Positive: is the number of detected attacks and it is
indeed an attack.
True Negative: amount of normal instance correctly
classified as normal.
False Positive: also known as false alarm. Amount of
normal behaviour grouped as an attack.
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·
·
·
·

False Negative: quantity of normal instances grouped as
an attack.
Training Time (TT): this is the time taken to build the
model.
Kappa = (observed accuracy - expected accuracy)/ (1 expected accuracy)
F-measure is the harmonic mean of the precision and
recall.
§ = 2 * Precision* Recall / (Recall + Precision)
Simulation Tools
Experiments were performed using WEKA 3.8 [17]. It is
a Java program containing a lot of data mining algorithms
used for classification, clustering, feature selection/ filter,
visualizing and so on.

The detailed accuracy by class for cross validation is
depicted in figure 2 as shown in table 3. Table 4 shows
the outcome of performance of Convolution Neural
Network. Figure 3 shows the total time for building the
model.
4.1

DISCUSSION OF RESULTS
The performance of convolutional neural
network was examined and it was classified using
Precision, Recall, Accuracy, False Positive (FP), True
Positive (TP), True Negative (TN), and False Negative
(FN) as shown in the Table 4. Attaining high precision
and accuracy was possible by choosing carefully the
sample type through information gain. The performance
was measured via properly classified instance (Accuracy),
and incorrectly classified instance. Signature Based
Intrusion detection systems will not only be rule based but
it can now detect unknown attackers through the training
of the known signatures and was able to classify with
higher accuracy. The results are computed and stored in a
confusion matrix for easier analysis. The True Positive
Rate, True Negative Rate is 0.990 and 0.002, respectively
and the Detection rate is 99.04%. The proposed system is
shown to be better than the existing system by 1.06%
accuracy.

It was developed at the University of Wakaito, New
Zealand and the name is an acronym for Wakaito
Environment for Knowledge Analysis. It is an opensource
software available under general public license. The
experiments were carried out on a 64-bit Windows Server
2012 R2 system unit with 8 GB RAM and an Intel® Xeon
® CPU @ 2.40GHz as the experiments require a resultant
processing power due to its iterative nature.
IV. RESULTS
Conclusively, the result derived from the operation was
subjected to analysis and comparison. The performance
was evaluated and measured respectively via precision,
recall, training time, kappa statistics, accuracy and many
more. Basically, the true positive, false positive, true
negative, and false negative of the operations as they are
the variables that will be used to evaluate the performance
of the algorithm.

V. CONCLUSION
Convolutional neural networks are a class of deep neural
networks that share weights in their convolutional layers.
With their ability to learn distinguishing features and
providing high performance with improved false positive
rates, they can be used in developing classifiers for
Intrusion Detection Systems. The prototype discussed in
the paper showed up to 99.04% accuracy, with 0.002 false
positive rates and a training time of 185.41seconds.

To assess the effectiveness of the algorithm, a 10-fold
cross validation of KDD data set and percentage split test
was carried out in a Waikato Environment for Knowledge
Analysis (Weka) environment. 10-fold cross validation
and 90 % split and 10% training was used to test and
evaluate the algorithms. This procedure involves
separating the data set is into 10 subsets for cross
validation. One of the 10 subsets was used as the test set
and the other for the training set. This delivers a good
indication of how good the classifier performed on
unknown signatures.
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Figure 1: System Architecture
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Table 1: Extracted features based on analysis of each header field

No.

Feature

Feature
Description

1

IP Source

IP protocol

2

IP Destination

IP Length

3

TCP Source Port

IP

Type

of

Service
4

TCP

Destination

IP Header Length

Port
5

UDP Source Port

IP Time to Live

6

UDP

Ether Source

Destination

Port
7

UDP Length

Ethernet Size

8

ICMP Code

Ethernet
Destination

9

ICMP Type

Ethernet Protocol
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Table 2: Example of features extracted from specific TCP connection

Features

Description of Features

1

Period

Connection length in seconds

2

protocol_type

Protocol type used, example, up, tcp.

3

Service

Destination of network service, example, http, telnet.

4

scr_bytes

Amount of data bytes from source to destination

5

dst_bytes

Amount of data bytes form source to destination

6

Flag

Normal or error status of network

7

wrong_fragment

Quantity of wrong fragments

8

Urgent

Quantity of wrong fragments
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Table 3: Results of Performance Evaluation of Convolutional Neural Network.

KDD’99Cup Dataset

PARAMETERS

CORRECTLY CLASSIFIED INSTANCES (%)

Cross Validation

Percentage Split (90%)

99.04

99.0026

INCORRECTLY CLASSIFIED INSTANCES (%) 0.96

0.9974

KAPPA STATISTICS

0.9937

0.983

MEAN ABSOLUTE ERROR

0.0016

0.0017

ROOT MEAN SQUARED ERROR

0.0268

0.0274

RELATIVE ABSOLUTE ERROR

3.1237

3.3038

ROOT RELATIVE SQUARED ERROR(RRSE)

16.7295

17.1247
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Table 4: Outcome of Performance Measurement of Convolutional Neural Network.

KDD’99Cup Dataset

PARAMETERS

Cross Validation

Percentage Split (90%)

TP RATE

0.990

0.990

FP RATE

0.002

0.002

PRECISION

0.985

0.985

RECALL

0.990

0.990

F-MEASURE

0.988

0.987

RECEIVER OPERATING CHARACTERISTIC CURVE

0.999

1.000

PRECISION-RECALL CURVES AREA

0.992

0.993

TRAINING TIME

185.41secs

142.17secs
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Figure 2: Detailed Accuracy by Class for Cross-Validation.

Figure 3: Total Time taken to build the model.
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Table 5: Results Comparison with existing systems.

Technique Used

Data Set

Accuracy

K-means +KNN+DT

KDDCup99

96.55%

Genetic Algorithm + Support Vector Machine

KDDCup99

96.50%

Support Vector Machine

KDDCup99

96.08%

Support Vector Machine +BAT
Algorithm

NL-KDD

97.38%

Decision Tree

NSL-KDD

82%

Cluster centre+ K- NN

KDDCup99

97.98%

CNN

KDDCup99

99.04%

[18]

Proposed System
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ABSTRACT

In order to make healthcare delivery accessible to all especially the population in the rural areas, there is a
need to embrace, once again the abandoned traditional medical care used by our forefathers. This is
important at least for ailments that are common, rampant and intractable in curing in every environment in the
African localities, since the modern healthcare facilities are not adequate, not affordable or sometimes not
present in the Nigerian and African rural communities. The awareness and knowledge of medicinal properties
of plants for preventive and curative purposes are inevitable. This paper explores the concept of association rule
techniques, precisely the use of a classic algorithm of association of rules to list out the pairs of ailments
associated to a set of medicinal plants from a developed data repository of African herbal information system. The
paper presents a typical algorithm to extract pairs of ailments treatable by a set of medicinal plants using the concept
of Apriori Algorithm. The programming and query languages used for the implementation are C#, ASP.Net and MS
SQL.
Keywords: Ailments, Apriori Algorithm, Association rules, Frequent item set, Medicinal Plants
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have subscribed to the use of these products and can
testify that they are sometimes, more efficient and
effective than the orthodox drugs. Indirectly, the
economy of the Republic of China is being
enhanced from Nigeria.

I. INTRODUCTION

From developments in contemporary nation, it is obvious
that the use of herbal medicine cannot be ignored. There
are numerous Chinese
products
like
Tianshi,
Forever Living Products, and Trevo being marketed in
Nigeria today. All these are the Chinese traditional herbs
being imported into Nigeria. Many Nigerians

In order to make healthcare delivery accessible to all
especially the population in the rural areas (being one of
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the
major
goals
of
the
World
Health
Organization), and to also control the spread of
diseases, there is a need to embrace, once again, the
abandoned traditional medical care used by our
forefathers. This is at least necessary for ailments that
are common, rampant and difficult to cure in every
environment in our localities, since
the
modern
healthcare facilities are not adequate or sometimes
not present in the Nigerian and African rural
communities. Nigeria as a developing nation, do not
have a good enough ratio of hospital consultants for
immediate attention in emergencies. Thus for medical
facilities such as ours, rooted in traditional methods,
there is an urgent need to avail the best in
technology to maximize medical care and productivity
[1].

(i)
(ii)

(iii)

To illustrate the use of Apriori Algorithm as
a classification technique;
To identify or link the dataset (medicinal
plants) that can cure a particular
ailment or disease i.e. all the possible
herbal plants which will constitute or be
singly used as a medicine or curative
mixture for the ailment;
To develop an application, using the
Apriori algorithm, to extract pairs of
ailments that frequently associate together,
and are curable by a set of medicinal
plants.

II. DATA MINING AND A PRIORI ALGORITHM

The systems around the world are experiencing
increased levels of chronic illness and escalating
health care costs. Patients and healthcare providers alike
are demanding that healthcare services be revitalized,
with a stronger emphasis on individualized, personcentered care.

Data Mining is the practice of automatically
searching large stores of data to discover patterns and
trends
that
go
beyond
simple
analysis.
Knowledge is drawn from information which in turn
is drawn from quality raw data. Information- based
decision-making makes use of data and knowledge. The
output of data mining is information pattern. Data
mining
has been defined as the
practice
of
automatically searching large stores of data to
discover patterns and trends that go, beyond simple
analysis. Data mining uses sophisticated mathematical
algorithms to segment the data and evaluate the
probability of future events. Figure 1 shows the process
involved in Data Mining [3].

The awareness and knowledge of medicinal
properties of plants in the African nations are
passed practically or orally from one generation to the
other. This, in the olden days, was practised by oracle
priest, babalawo, boka and dibia as the case may be
in the Nigeria major languages of Yoruba, Hausa and
Ibo.. This study desires to use the application of
information and communication technology to make
available easy access to information and knowledge
of the use of herbal plants to aid effectiveness
and availability of healthcare delivery in Africa. The
botanical names, common names, local names in the
three major Nigerian languages, the diseases and
ailments they can cure, are used as the template. An
earlier work on screening of Nigerian plants for their
medicinal plants without the use of ICT is [2]. A section
of the repository database is used to illustrate the data
mining concept, for individuals, pharmaceutical firms,
researchers and professionals in the medical field to
have an easy and quick access to information on
medicinal plants that can be used to cure certain
ailments.

In data mining, the important criteria for data are not
the storage format, but its applicability to the
problem to be solved. Data mining is a powerful tool
that helps in the finding of patterns and
relationships within a given set of data. It discovers the
hidden information in the data but will not discover
the value of the information [4]. The ailments are
grouped in the classes of the communicable and noncommunicable ailments. The concept of Apriori
Algorithm is used to illustrate how an ailment is used to
search out and classify the dataset of herbal plants that
can be used or be a part of herbs for curative or medicinal
mixture.

The aim of this study is to extract pairs of ailments
treatable by a set of medicinal plants using the concept of
Apriori Algorithm. The objectives are as follows:
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Apriori algorithm is the classic algorithm of association
rules, which enumerates all of the frequent item sets.
Apriori is designed to operate on databases containing
transactions. The algorithm is used for association
rule mining. Apriori is the best-known basic
algorithm for mining frequent item sets in a set of
transactions. It represents the candidate generation
approach, which generates candidate (k+1) item sets
based
on frequent k-1 item sets [5, 6, 7, 8]. The
Apriori algorithm has been used in many
researches
to implement
the
generation
of
association rule according to their minimum
confidence threshold value in the area of mining
frequent patterns, educational data pattern and also
knowledge discovery for academic results [9, 10, 11].

Confidence: Confidence indicates the certainty of the
rule. This argument lets us to count how often a
transaction’s item set pair with the left side of the
implication with the right side. Any item set that do not
satisfy the given condition can be discarded (using 60%
for this illustration). Consider two items X and Y. To
calculate confidence of X->Y the following formula is
used, Conf(X->Y) = (number of transactions contained in
both X & Y).
The step by step process of Apriori algorithm is stated
below:
Step 0: Start
Step 1: Count the number of occurrence of each item in
all transactions (frequency of occurrence).

The following are definitions of some of the other
relevant terms which arise in this paper.

Step 2: Select all items whose frequency of
occurrence is greater or equal to the support S (Obtain
single item that occur frequently).

Item set: Item set is the collection of items in a
database which is denoted by D = {x1, x2,…, xn}, Here
‘n’ is the number of items.

Step 3: Make pairs for all elements selected in Step
2 and ensure only unique pairing.

Candidate Item set: Candidate item sets are selected
items that are to be considered for processing.
Candidate item set are all the possible combination
of item set; usually denoted by ‘Ci’ where ‘i’
indicates the i-th item set.

Step 4: Count the number of occurrence of each pair in
the transactions
Step 5: Repeat Step 2 for each pair (select pairs
whose frequency is greater than support value i.e.
the pairs of ailments having the same curative
medicinal plants)

Transaction: Transaction is a database entry which
contains collection of items. It is denoted by
T ⊆ D. A transaction contains set of items T= {x1, x2,…,

Step 6: To make 3 sets of ailments, find two pairs with
the same medicinal plant, then combine without
repeating any ailment.
Step 7: Stop.

xn}.
.
Minimum Support:
Minimum support is basically
the condition to be satisfied by the given items so that
further processing of that item can be completed. This
condition helps in the removal of the items that are not
frequent in the database. This is given in terms of
percentage.
Frequent Item set: Frequent item set is the item set
which satisfies the minimum support threshold value i.e.
it is the commonly large item set.

The pseudocode of the above, as used in the
implementation, is as follows:
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Figure 4.1 which gave an output of 157
transactions.

III. IMPLEMENTATION
To achieve the implementation of the application for the
extraction of the treatable ailments and the corresponding
medicinal plants that can cure them, C#, object-oriented
language, is used. The query languages used are ASP.Net
and MS SQL.

Table 4.2 is the summary of Figure 4.3 showing that
there are five (5) instances where different medicinal
plants can be used to cure four (4) sets of
ailments/diseases that have frequent occurrence together.
From the output, some medicinal plants appear more than
once, which means they can cure other sets of
ailments/diseases.

Figures 3.1a and 3.1b below show screen shots for query
codes for the implementation of the Apriori algorithm
using the repository database of compiled 183 medicinal
plants and the ailments they can cure. This shows the
frequent occurring data items (ailments/diseases) in the
repository database transactions that have met the
condition of the minimum support threshold chosen,
which is greater or equal 2 (≥ 2).

The implication of the above is further explained using
a subset of the repository database structure shown in
Table 4.3. In the table, some medicinal plants (on the
second column) are selected as curatives to different
ailments and preventives (on the 9th column). For the
implementation, the number of occurrence of each
ailment in each row is first read (Transaction), called
frequency of occurrence. The occurrence of the
following ailments is used: Arthritis, Cough, Asthma,
Antimicrobial,
Gonorrhea, Astringent.
T 1,…,T5
represents the set of medicinal plants, as shown in
Table 4.4.

The query modules in Figure 3.2a and 3.2b implement the
extraction of pairs or set of ailments that have frequent
association together linked to the medicinal plants that
can cure them.
IV. RESULT
The report of the application of Apriori algorithm for
mining the repository database of the total 183 medicinal
plants collated gave out the following classifications:
1. Set of Ailments/Diseases that have a frequent
occurrence together in the repository database
transactions. See Figure 4.1.
2. Figure 4.2 shows the output of the level of
association of the frequent occurrences of
ailments/diseases, confidence level and ratio of
occurrence of ailments/diseases in the whole
transaction of the database. This particularly
helps to make the decisions on the combination
of medicinal plants as constituents for drugs and
herbal mixtures through the knowledge of the
percentages of association of one ailment/disease
to another.
3. Medicinal plants linked with the set of
ailments/diseases that have frequent occurrence
together in the repository database. See Figure
4.3.
This shows the frequent occurring data items
(ailments/diseases) in the repository database
transactions that have met the condition of the
minimum support threshold, which is greater or
equal 2 (≥ 2). Table 4.1 is the summary of

From Table 4.5, given that level of confidence is met
when an ailment has a frequency of a minimum of
three (3) medicinal plants that can cure it, then, only
the Ailment “Cough” met the golden rule of 60%
occurrence that is, thrice. Hence, it shows that there
occur three medicinal plants that can cure the
ailment cough. These are Allium cepa (S/N 366),
Allium sativum (S/N 367) and Allophylus africanus
(S/N 550). It should be noted that the serial numbers
are not arranged in any particular order, and so the last
number in the column doesn’t tally with the total
number of medicinal plants.
V. CONCLUSION
Association rule mining, specifically the Aprori
algorithm is a data mining technique that plays major
role for extracting knowledge and updating of
information. The implementation of this algorithm
helps to save time and cost in searches and it also
increases the efficiency of data mining in the search of
medicinal plants to cure ailments and diseases. This
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will assist researchers to make quick decisions on the
production of curative herbal mixtures and drugs.

Rules, International Journal on Natural Language
Computing, Vol. 3, No. 1, pp. 21-29.
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PSEUDOCODE
// W = ( ) ;
//Array of Ailmemts
Ailments = array (a1, a2,…, an);
S = 0.6 * count (Transaction)
Transaction=array (array1 (a1, a2,…,an),array2 (a1,
a2…,an),…,arrayn (an (a1, a2, ..., an)
// Array of frequency
// frequency
F = 0;
For (int I = 0; I ≤ count (Ailments); i++)

{ A = Ailment [i]
For (int t =1; t ≤ count (Transaction); t++)

{ if (in_array (A, Transaction))

{ F++; }
If (F ≥ S) {
W ← W ᴗ A;
}

} // obtaining the pair of
Ailments
int q = 0; F = 0; j = 1;
while (q ≤ count (W )
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{
while (j ≤ count (W))
{
Pair = concatenate (W[q], W[j]);
For (K = 1; K ≤ count (Transaction); t++)
If (in_array (pair, Transaction))
{F++;
}
If (F ≥ S) {
cpair ← cpair ᴗ pair;
}
J++;
}
Q++; j = q + 1;
}

Figure 0: Pseudocode
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Figure.1: Data Mining Process (Source: [3])

Figure 3.1a: Screenshot of Query code for implementing the frequent association of ailments.
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Figure 3.1b: Screenshot of Query code for implementing frequent association of ailments (continuation)

Figure 3.2a: Screenshot of query codes for implementing extracted ailments and the medicinal plants that can cure them.
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Figure 3.2b: Screenshot of query codes for implementing extracted ailments and the medicinal plants that can cure
them.(continuation)

Number size of
Ailments/Diseases that
frequently occur together
5
4
3
2

Number of time(s)
transaction appear
1
8
48
100

Table 4.1: summary of output of frequent occurring ailments/diseases

Number of Medicinal plant
transactions
5
75
429

Size of combination
of frequently occurring
ailments/diseases
4
3
2
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Table 4.2 Summary of frequent occurring diseases linked with medicinal plants

Figure 4.1: Interface showing the output of Apriori algorithm implementation (set of ailments/Diseases that have frequent
occurrence).
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Figure 4.2: Interface showing the output of Apriori algorithm implementation (Result of Association rule mining showing
the level of Association and confidence Ratio level).

Figure 4.3: Interface showing the output of Apriori algorithm implementation (Medicinal Plants linked with the set of
ailments/disease that frequently occur together).
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Table 4.3: Repository Database Structure

Table 4.4: Transactions of Ailments

Transaction
ID
T1
T2
T3
T4
T5

No. of Transaction
Arthritis
Cough
Cough, Asthma, Antimicrobial
Arthritis, Cough, Antimicrobial,
Gonorrhea
Astringent, Gonorrhea
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Table 4.5: Occurrence of Ailment in Transactions

Ailment

Arthritis
Cough
Asthma
Antimicrobial
Astringent
Gonorrhea

No.
of
Occurrence
in
Transaction
2
3
1
2
1
2
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